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Overview
In this work we address the task of image description from parallel 
captions. We approach this task first by predicting the number and type 
of entities mentioned in the parallel captions, using a cross-caption 
coreference classifier trained on the Flickr30k Entities dataset. We then 
intend to augment this approach by determining relations between 
these entities. 

The Flickr30k Entities Dataset
The Flickr30k Entities dataset [1] consists of 30k images of everyday 
scenes, each described by five captions, with manually annotated 
bounding boxes and coreference chains for all mentioned entities.

Entity mentions are associated with bounding boxes of the same color.
Coreference chains are sets of mentions that refer to the same entities.

Many chains are associated with a single box: 

The flags and people chains both refer to sets of entities: 

Chains may intersect: a girl is a member of the group of girls:

Cross-Caption Coreference Classifier
The first step in entity prediction requires identifying which mentions are 
coreferent, or refer to the same entity or set of entities in an image.

Standard coreference classification assumes anaphoric and positional 
relationships between mentions within a document. However, the cross-
caption setting requires coreference judgments to be made on mentions 
from distinct, unordered captions. Therefore, we use our own 
classification system.

We train a perceptron classifier on 25 hand-selected features, such as 
whether the mentions share a head word, share a lexical type, or refer 
to the same number of entities.

The pairwise coreference classifier scores at F1 95.6% (BLANC)

Entity Prediction
As a preliminary step toward predicting entities and their relations, we 
address the smaller problem of accurately predicting the number of 
entities in an image by type (people, animals, etc.). 

Future Work
This method of image description is currently in progress, and there are 
two main avenues for future work: extending the cardinality prediction 
mechanism, and identifying relationships between entities.

The next best extension of the cardinality prediction mechanism is to 
identify those cases where one chain describes only some of the entities 
in another chain. 

The next step for this method will involve using syntactic features to 
identify simple relationships, such as when a person entity is followed 
by a prepositional phrase containing a clothing entity.

A man with pierced ears is wearing glasses
and an orange hat.
A man with glasses is wearing
a beer can crocheted hat.
A man with gauges and glasses is
wearing a Blitz hat.
A man in an orange hat staring at something.
A man wears an orange hat and glasses. 

During a gay pride parade in an Asian city, 
some people hold up rainbow flags 
to show their support.
A group of youths march down a street 
waving flags showing a color spectrum.
Oriental people with rainbow flags 
walking down a city street. 
A group of people walk down a street
waving rainbow flags.
People are outside waving flags.

Four young girls, one of which is 
wearing a skirt, all standing at the 
beach while an older adult looks on.
A girl with glasses is joined by her 
family on the beach.
Young women chat after a stroll along 
the beach line.
Group of girls hanging out on a wet 
sandy beach.
Four girls on the beach on a cool 
summer night.

...man with [pierced ears] …

… man with [gauges].

… waving [flags] showing…

…walking down [a city street].

Non-coreferent MentionsCoreferent Mentions
Type Mean Accuracy

people 80.1%

scene 55.5%

clothing 50.6%

other 46.6%
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Challenges in the Entity Prediction Task
Entity prediction from parallel image captions is a uniquely 
challenging task that differs from standard summarization

Captions may describe the same entities in different ways
some people and a group of youths

Single captions may focus on different aspects of the image
a girl is wearing both glasses and a skirt

Distinct groups of entities may have complex relationships
a girl is one of the four young girls
her family may include an older adult

Coreferent mentions may have different cardinalities
group of girls and four girls

Mentions that describe distinct entities may be coreferent in the 
context of the image they describe

pierced ears are body parts, while gauges are jewelry

Coreference Chain Inference
Given the pairwise coreference scoring function, pc, and a set of 
mentions, M, we add mentions to chains using the following process:
For each unassigned mention, m	ϵ M

1. Find the best mean score of adding m to chain, c, for each chain   
c ϵ C, where N		is the number of mentions in chain c

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥
c	ϵ	C	

1
𝑁 0 𝑝𝑐(𝑚,𝑚5)
78ϵ	9

If the best mean score exceeds a threshold, add m	to c
2. Find the mention 𝑚55 with the maximum pairwise score between 

m and 𝑚55 from among the currently unassigned mentions
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥
788ϵ	M

	 𝑝𝑐(𝑚, 𝑚55)

If the best pairwise score exceeds a threshold, create a new chain 
from m and 𝑚55

3. If m cannot be added to an existing chain nor paired with an 
unassigned mention with a high enough score, create a singleton 
chain from m

The full chain classification process scores at F1 89.5% (BLANC)

Given a set of predicted 
chains, we predict the 
cardinality of a chain with a 
voting mechanism, where the 
probability mass of each 
mention in the chain is split 
between the cardinalities to 
which it could refer. 
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